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New, Faster and More Powerful

Researchers at UC Santa Barbara now have 300 teraFLOPs of computing power at
their fingertips, thanks to the recent installation of the campus’s new computing
cluster.

Named Pod, the $1.1 million high-performance computing (HPC) cluster is hosted by
the campus’s Center for Scientific Computing (CSC) at the California NanoSystems
Institute (CNSI) and Materials Research Laboratory (MRL), and is available for
scientific and engineering research to any UCSB researcher who needs it. It replaces
Knot, the 12-teraFLOP cluster that was installed about seven years ago.

“Researchers are always pushing what they can do,” said Paul Weakliem, CNSI’s
Research Computing Director and CSC’s co-director, who was part of the team
responsible for bringing Pod to campus. That push, along with the growing
obsolescence of the previous cluster, an increasing emphasis on data-intensive
models, forays into machine learning and demand for high performance computing
from new fields or research, led the team to make the jump to a more modern, more
powerful system. “With a faster computer out there,” Weakliem added, “researchers
can make a more accurate or more intricate model.”

In addition to vastly improved computational ability, the new system features
modern graphics processing units to meet the emerging research needs of
technology in the fields of machine learning and artificial intelligence. While
engineering, chemistry and physics researchers remain among the top users of the
CSC-hosted computing cluster, those from disciplines not typically associated with
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intensive computation also now require processing power they can’t get from
conventional workstations and desktop machines, Weakliem said.

“Certainly, we’ve seen more bio people needing more computation power,” he
noted. “There’s an increased number of young faculty who, in addition to their
experimental work, are doing a lot more computational work than what you might
consider traditional for biology.” And there’s a great deal of computation being done
in other fields at UCSB, too, such as earth science and psychology.

Meanwhile, researchers in the multidisciplinary and burgeoning field of data science
at UC Santa Barbara will no doubt welcome the new system’s ability to crunch the
enormous amount of information that is integral to that pursuit.

Though now considered somewhat obsolete, the previous computing cluster was no
slouch and is still being used for teaching and less computationally intensive tasks.
Thanks to Knot, UCSB users have published close to 500 papers, projected economic
forecasts, developed novel materials, envisioned a world with fewer regrettable
chemicals, designed climate models for the African and Antartic continents, and
started a few companies. Roughly 27 departments and organized research units on
the UCSB campus use the CSC’s shared computing clusters.

“We’re looking forward to the next few years of having a modern computation
facility,” said chemistry professor and CSC co-director Frank Brown. “Pod should
provide a huge boost in productivity.”

The new computing cluster culminates two years of effort by CSC, which is omposed
of staff from CNSI, MRL and Enterprise Technology Services. The majority of the
funding for the system came from a National Science Foundation grant awarded to
Frank Brown (Chemistry & Biochemistry), Glenn Fredrickson (Chemical Engineering),
Carlos Garcia-Cervera (Mathematics), Frederic Gibou (Mechanical Engineering) and
Chris Van de Walle (Materials), with the rest from a UCSB cost-sharing agreement.

“The team at CNSI has done an outstanding job winning extramural grants to bring
these resources here but, importantly, have also expended significant effort to
ensure these resources truly serve our research and teaching missions broadly,”
said Tim Sherwood, UCSB’s associate vice chancellor for research and a professor of
computer science. “The ‘Pod’ cluster is a wonderful new addition for our campus
that will enable us to perform computational experiments at very large scales —
where often the most interesting insights lay waiting for us to discover.”
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About UC Santa Barbara

The University of California, Santa Barbara is a leading research institution that also
provides a comprehensive liberal arts learning experience. Our academic community
of faculty, students, and staff is characterized by a culture of interdisciplinary
collaboration that is responsive to the needs of our multicultural and global society.
All of this takes place within a living and learning environment like no other, as we
draw inspiration from the beauty and resources of our extraordinary location at the
edge of the Pacific Ocean.


